
Hazards Of The Trade
Back in 1999, when I was expecting our first child, I remember
having the WGN Chicago news at noon on the tv in our teeny-
tiny downtown (Rockford Illinois) apartment.  I was in the
(hallway of a) kitchen making lunch, when I heard a long
screech of tires coming from the tv.  The fact that I was able
to get from the kitchen into the living room to see the tv
even in my expanded pregnant state should tell you how small
that apartment really was…  So I made it back in front of the
tv to see the reporter get hit by a car –  scary!  Luckily she
was ok, but the news anchors at the studio were a bit shook up
and forced to forge ahead in the newscast, not knowing the
fate of their co-worker.  Every now and then, I remember this
incident, and I’ve looked for a clip of it on the internet to
no avail – until the other day when I finally found it.  And
just because it took me so long to find it, I will post it –
perhaps others are looking for it also, who knows.  Remember,
the reporter was not seriously hurt in the accident –  she
hurt her leg and has since recovered from her injuries. 
Unfortunately, she was laid off last year, but the lay-off had
nothing to do with the accident that had happened almost a
decade earlier and everything to do with the station’s budget
cutbacks because of the terrible economy.

https://www.tangents.org/current-events/hazards-of-the-trade/


When searching for the above clip, I came across the following
video of a Dutch weatherman getting nailed by a car, but don’t
worry – this is not as graphic as it seems because it is a
fake clip; it’s actually a commercial  for tires.


